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Abstract 
In this paper, a method is developed for designing 
multi-stage schemes that give optimal damping of high- 
frequencies for a given spatial-differencing operator. 
The objective of the method is to  design schemes that 
combine well with multi-grid acceleration. The schemes 
are tested on a nonlinear scalar equation, and com- 
pared to  Runge-Kutta schemes with the maximum sta- 
ble time-step. The optimally smoothing schemes per- 
form better than the Runge-Kutta schemes, even on a 
single grid. The analysis is extended to the Euler equa- 
tions in one space-dimension by use of "characteristic 
time-stepping," which preconditions the equations, re- 
moving stiffness due to  variations among characteristic 
speeds. Convergence rates independent of the number 
of cells in the finest grid are achieved for transonic flow 
with and without a shock. Characteristic time-stepping 
is shown to be preferable to  local time-stepping, al- 
though use of the optimally damping schemes appears 
t o  enhance the performance of local time-stepping. The 
extension of the analysis to  the twc-dimensional Euler 
equations is hampered by the lack of a model for charac- 
teristic time-stepping in two dimensions. Some results 
for local time-stepping are presented. 
1 Introduction 
Many aerodynamic problems of current interest hinge 
on the computation of a steady flow pattern induced 
by some specific fixed geometry. Numerical methods 
for such computations can be divided into two classes; 
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explicit and implicit methods. Historically, marching 
t o  a steady state has been done primarily by implicit 
methods, owing t o  the elliptic nature of the steady- 
flow equations in the subsonic regime and to influen- 
tial work on approximate factorization methods done 
a t  NASA Ames Research Center in the seventies [I]. 
Implicit methods are most easily implemented on struc- 
tured grids, and are notoriously difficult to  vectorize 
and parallelize. They also require substantial storage, 
but this is less of a restriction given the large amount of 
memory available with the very newest supercomput- 
ers. Explicit strategies require many more iterations 
than implicit strategies, but each iteration is relatively 
cheap. Explicit methods also have the advantage of 
being easily implemented on vector and parallel archi- 
tectures, and naturally allow local grid refinements [2]. 
The latter advantage is crucial, since adaptive grid re- 
finement seems to be the most promising way to effi- 
ciently obtain spatial accuracy in complex problems. 
Explicit methods used in production codes have 
largely been based on the technique of "local time- 
stepping," according to which each computational cell 
of fluid is made to evolve with the largest time-step 
allowed by stability considerations [3]. Mathematically 
speaking, this corresponds to  removing the stiffness due 
to  spatial variations of the flow variables and the grid 
parameters by a local preconditioning of the residual 
of the equations by a scalar factor. Since the flow of a 
compressible fluid is described by a system of equations 
- (m + 2) equations for m-dimensional flow - a local 
matrix preconditioner would be more appropriate. For 
discrete approximations of the inviscid flow equations, 
i.e. the 'Euler equations, this should remove the stiff- 
ness due to  the differences in the propagation speeds 
of the various wave modes in the fluid. Analogously to 
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local time-stepping, this could be called "characteristic 
time-stepping." An early example of a preconditioning 
of this kind was proposed and used by Turkel [4] for 
subsonic flow computations. 
Preconditioning by a local matrix requires, at  worst, 
the similarity transformation of an (m + 2) x ( m  + 2) 
diagonal block in each cell. The computational cost 
of this may still be considered reasonable within the 
framework of explicit time-marching, especially if the 
similarity transformation is further used t o  improve the 
accuracy of the spatial discretization. 
For one-dimensional inviscid flow, the construction of 
an effective preconditioner is relatively simple, because 
the wave speeds and directions are known [5]. In multi- 
dimensional fiow, the situation is much complicated by 
the omnidirectional propagation of information: there 
is no unique decomposition of the flow-field in terms of 
discrete waves. To find the dominant wave speeds and 
directions, the local data must be analyzed according t o  
an a pnori  model; examples of such models are given by 
Roe [6] and Hirsch et al. [7]. The information extracted 
can then be incorporated in the discrete residual as well 
as in the matrix preconditioner. Hirsch's model and 
characteristic time-stepping have been implemented by 
Powell and Van Leer [8]. 
Given the proper local preconditioner, one still has a 
- - 
choice in marching strategy. One approach is to  take 
the maximum allowable time-step with the precondi- 
tioned equations, the underlying idea being that the 
asymptotic steady state will then be reached in fewer 
steps. Although it is generally agreed that this is the 
best strategy for single grid computations, it is not nec- 
essarily the best strategy for multi-grid computations. 
In a multi-grid procedure, one special task of the march- 
ing scheme is to  remove high-frequency components of 
the error while marching; the multi-grid strategy acts 
t o  remove low-frequency components through the use 
of coarse-grid representations of the solution [9]. In all 
marching schemes presently in use, the best damping 
properties are achieved for a time-step that is substan- 
tially less than the maximum allowed by stability con- 
siderations. 
To make a marching scheme a good multi-grid 
"smoother," the temporal and spatial discretization 
must be matched to each other. Since the spatial dis- 
cretization dictates the final accuracy of the solution, 
the most natural way is to  select a spatial discretization 
and design the time discretization in such a way that 
short waves are effectively damped. In the multi-grid 
code developed by Jameson [lo], this is achieved by ap- 
propriately choosing the values of the parameters of a 
multi-stage integration method. The analysis on which 
the choice of parameters is based is strictly scalar and 
one-dimensional, and is carried out by trial and error. 
This suggests that a more thorough and comprehen- 
sive analysis of the damping properties of multi-stage 
schemes may lead to  improvements in the performance 
of the multi-grid procedure. 
The present research concerns the use of multi-stage 
methods suitable for multi-grid solution of the Euler 
equations. The analysis and optimization of the damp- 
ing properties of such schemes is put on a firm footing 
(Section 2) and made applicable t o  systems of equations 
through use of preconditioning (Section 4); the appli- 
cability to  multi-dimensional problems is discussed in 
Section 5. The analysis is illustrated with numerical ex- 
periments reported in Sections 3 , 4  and 5. In Section 6, 
results are summarized and future research directions 
are indicated. 
2 The Multi-Stage Scheme as a 
High-Frequency Filter 
The generic marching scheme used is a two-stage or 
predictor-corrector integration method for the linear or- 
dinary differential equation 
du 
- - = X U ,  dt X E C ,  
that is, 
Here the time-step ratio a is a free parameter. As seen 
from Equation 2c, the stability and damping properties 
of the scheme are associated with the complex polyno- 
mial 
P 2 ( z , a ) = 1 + z + a z 2 ,  A t .  (3a) 
This polynomial has two complex-conjugate roots, 
z, ( a )  and Z ~ ( L Y )  = z; (a) ,  with 
1 i 
z1 ( a )  = -- - --,/G; 
2a 2 a  (3b) 
these may be moved along the circle 
by varying a. 
When a partial differential equation is interpreted by 
the method of lines, X represents the Fourier transform 
of the spatial differencing operator, and depends on the 
spatial frequency < or, more specifically, on the spatial 
wave number 
,O = 2n<Ax.  (4) 
For instance, when solving the convection equation 
use of upwind differencing for the spatial derivative Equation 6 is derived, with r(P,  u) given by Equation 9. 
gives Note that z(P, v) traces the circle 
du 
At- = -U [u (x , t )  - U ( X  -  AX,^)] , (6) 
(92 ( r )  + Y ) ~  + (3 (r)12 = v2 (13) 
at 
as /3 is varied; for 
where the non-dimensional time step, 
u = v o = 1  (14) 
c a t  
v = -  
Ax ' (7) this circle is also the locus of the zeroes of Pz(z ,a ) .  
Thus, for a frequency to  be perfectly damped, we must 
is the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number. After set rl(a) = z(Po, vo), or 
inserting harmonic data 
Equation 6 reduces t o  Equation 1 with from which follows the proper choice of a :  
XAt  E z (p,  v) = -v (1 - e-Q)  
The key observation to be made here is that,  for any ote that the "aliased" frequency, with wave number 
Po in Ihe  high-frequenc~ ran!?e [s/2, TI,  " is possible -Po, corresponds to z;  and is therefore a\so perfectly 
t o  make z(Po,v) r X(Po)At coincide with a zero of damped. 
P2(z, a ) ,  by choosing a particular combination of a and The optimal value of Po 0.E [s/2, s], namely, the value 
At. This results in perfect damping of the wave with that minimizes the maximum of I ~ ~ ( ~ ( P ,  vo),a)l for 
wave number Po in one application of the predictor- P € [s/2, s] ,  may now be found. On the circle defined 
corrector scheme. Using strings of predictor-corrector in Equation 3c, the polynomial P2 ( z  (P, vo) , 
schemes, tuned to damp different frequencies, the en- the value 
tire high-frequency range can be damped to  arbitrarily 
low levels. P 2  (z (P, vn) , (yo) E P2(P) (174 
Strings of predictor-corrector methods generate 
multi-stage methods with an even number of stages; - cos P - c- Po e-ip 
to  get an odd number of stages, a single application of 1 - cos Po 
, (17b) 
the "forward-Euler" scheme leading to 
un+' = un + AtXun (lea) I COSP - COSPOI 
IPz(P)I= c o s o  . ( 18) 
= (1 + X A t )  un , (lob) 
This function has local extrema only at the interval- 
should be included in the string. The forward-Euler ends P = s / 2  and P = s; the equal-excursion principle 
step has amplification factor dictates that the smallest range of values is obtained 
PI(%) = 1 + z; 
this polynomial has one zero, a t  
when the endpoint values are equal, i.e. 
(11) 
A second key observation is that,  for any fixed num- 
ber of stages, there is an optimum scheme, in the L, 
sense, reducing all of the high frequencies to  an am- 
plitude not exceeding a unique minimal threshold level. 
It  is these "optimally smoothing7' multi-stage schemes 
that are developed here, for use in multi-grid Euler 
codes. 
2.1 An Example: Optimal Two-Stage 
Scheme for Upwind Differencing 
In this section, the construction of the optimally 
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Figure 3: Amplification factor; first-order, one-stage 
scheme 
Figure 1: Magnitude of amplification factor as a func- 
tion of wave number, for multi-stage scheme with opti- 
mal high-frequency smoothing. First-order spatial dif- A graphic representation of 1P2(P)J is given in Figure 1; 
ferencing, two-stage scheme. the contours of I P ~ ( z ,  ( Y O ) [  together with the locus of 
z(P, vo) are shown in Figure 2. 
Fourier Footprint of First-Order 
Two-Staxe Scheme 
The analysis for the single-stage scheme, Equation 
lob, is trivial, but given below for completeness. The 
associated polynomial is given in Equation 11. For a 
frequency to be perfectly damped, z1 is again set equal 
to  z(P, v), as given in Equation 9, i.e., 
This yields 
On the circle with radius vo = 1/2, traced by z(P, vo) 
(cf. Equation 13), Pl(z) takes the value 
yielding 
Figure 2: Locus of Fourier transform of spatial- 
differencing operator (dashed line), and contours of 
magnitude of amplification factor of marching scheme. man I ~ l ( f l ) I = c o s ~ = ?  7r JZ (2'7) 
First-order, two-stage scheme PE[*I2,*1 
A graphic representation of (Pl(P)(  is given in Fig- 
ure 3; the contours of lPl(z)l together with the locus of 
z(P, vo) are shown in Figure 4. 
Fourier Footprint of First-Order 
one obtains 
Figure 4: Locus and contours; first-order, one-stage 
scheme 
2.2 Optimal Multi-Stage Schemes for 
Upwind Differencing 
When applying a sequence of m predictor-corrector 
methods, each annihilating a high frequency Pk through 
the use of 
the product scheme corresponds to the polynomial 
rn 
PZ, (z, al, . . . ,a,) = n (1 + z + akz2) , (29) 
k= 1 
where z corresponds t o  a CFL number of 1; inserting 
z(P, uk) yields 
The product on the right-hand side of Equation 30b 
is an mth degree polynomial in cos P. To achieve the 
smallest range of values of P2,(P) as well as IP2, (P) I 
on the inverval [7r/2, T], the polynomial must be one 
that reduces to the Chebyshev polynomial Tm(y), after 
a mapping of its useful domain, and a scale transforma- 
tion. In particular, by mapping cos P, for ,f3 E [7r/2, r], 
onto y, for y E [-I, 11, according to 
1 
cosp = -(y - I ) ,  
2 (31) 
where C(y l , .  . . , y,) is a scale factor. It follows that 
the yk must be the zeroes of T,(y), that is, 
this leads to 
= arccos (q) . (34) 
The maximum of I P2, (P) 1 on [7r/2, T] may now be cal- 
culated by inserting y = l into Equation 32a, i.e. 
For example, the amplification factor of the optimal 
four-stage scheme (m = 2) has zeroes a t  
7r Jz y1 = cos- = - 
4 2 ' 
from which follows 
,B2 = arccos ( -  - $) = 0 . 8 2 5 5 6 ~  (37b) 
and 
1 
IP4(P)lmax = . (39) 
The damping properties of this scheme are illustrated 
in Figures 5 and 6. The amplification factor of a four- 
stage, first-order scheme in which the zeroes are non- 
optimally placed is shown in Figure 7, for comparison. 
Note that the value of JPI a t  /3 = s / 2  in the non-optimal 
case is greater than the minimax value of Equation 39. 
For an odd number of stages, e.g. 2m + 1, achieved 
by a sequence of m predictor-corrector schemes with a 
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0.00 Figure 7: Amplification factor for non-optimal first- 
order, four-stage scheme 
Figure 5: Amplification factor; first-order, four-stage 
scheme CFL number of 1 and a single forward-Euler step with 
CFL number 112, the associated polynomial is 
where r corresponds to  a CFL number of 1; combining 
Equations 18 and 26b yields 
Fourier Footprint of First-Order 
Four-Stage Scheme 
4.0 , i 
The expression between modulus bars is now a poly- 
nomial of order 2m + 1 in cos(p/2); for p E [s/2, s] 
its argument runs from 4 1 2  to 0. This polynomial 
will have the smallest range for ,B E [s/2, s] if it can 
be reduced to  the Chebyshev polynomial T2m+l(y). TO 
achieve this, the mapping 
P rn cos2 g - c0s2 + 
cos - n = I  2 k= 1 (1 - cos2 9) 
P JZ cos - - y 
2 -  2 
. (41b) 
is used, which leads to 
m 
Figure 6: Locus and contours; first-order, four-stage If'2m+l M Y ) )  I = 
k = l  
scheme 
Note that only half of the domain of Tzm+l(y) is used. 
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Figure 8: Amplification factor; first-order, three-stage 
scheme 
In this case, the yk span the first m zeroes of T2m+l(y): 
As before, inserting y = 1 into Equation 43a yields the 
minimized maximum amplification factor for the high 
frequencies: 
For example, the amplification factor of the three- 
stage scheme (m = 1) has a zero at 
apart from the zero at y = 0 (i.e., ,f3 = T ) .  This gives 
8 ,Bl = 2 arccos - = 0.58043~, 
4 (47) 
The damping properties of this scheme are illustrated 
in Figures 8 and 9. 
Five- and six-stage schemes can be built analogously. 
The damping properties of the five-stage scheme are 
shown in Figures 10 and 11; the properties of the six- 
stage scheme are shown in Figures 12 and 1 3 .  
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Figure 9: Locus and contours; first-order, three-stage 
scheme 
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Figure 10: Amplification factor; first-order, five-stage 
scheme 
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Figure 13: Locus and contours; first-order, six-stage 
scheme 
Figure 11: Locus and contours; first-order, five-stage 
scheme 
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2.3 Optimal Multi-Stage Schemes for 
General Spatial Differencing 
For a general spatial-differencing operator, whether 
convective or diffusive, or a combination of both, the 
Fourier transform can still be written as 
where v is a nondimensional time-step; due to  a pre- 
occupation with convective equations v shall continue 
t o  be referred t o  as the CFL number. Repeating the 
twc-stage analysis of Section 2.1 yields 
where a0 = a@), bo E b(Po), for the predictor- 
corrector scheme that annihilates the high frequency Po. 
The single-step scheme can only damp the frequency 
for which the Fourier transform (Equation 50) is real- 
valued; for any finite-difference operator this means 
The corresponding CFL number is 
Figure 12: Amplification factor; first-order, six-stage 
scheme 1 Yo = - 
la01 ' 
(53) 
For the more complex differencing operators, analytic 
optimization of the high-frequency damping in a string 
of predictor-corrector and single-step operators is no 
longer feasible. An iterative method for solving this 
minimax problem is described below. 
Suppose that,  in optimizing an m-stage method (m 
even or odd), as an initial guess or from the previ- 
ous iteration, a set of perfectly damped frequencies Pk,  
k = 1 , .  .. , m ,  with m = int(m/2), has been obtained; 
let these be represented by the vector Po .  There are 
rfi + 1 local maxima of IPm(P) I on the interval [n/2, n], 
called Mk ,  k = 1, . . . , m + 1; these can be found by 
a numerical search. As long as these values are not 
equal, the scheme is not optimal. The lack of equality 
is expressed in the form of an L2-residual 
some of which have been calculated previously; the el- 
ements of the Jacobian are then evaluated according 
to 
m 
Ro R(Po) = C ( M ~ + ~ ( P , )  - ~ k ( p o ) ) ~ ,  (54) e >  k .  ( 6 1 ~ )  
k = l  The Newton step amounts to  solving for the correction 
which is then brought closer to  zero by one step of a vector A p  from 
Newton process. Since m frequencies must be updated, - J A p  = R, 
m independent residual values must be obtained. For 
(62) 
this purpose, all frequencies pk are perturbed by a small and updating po : 
amount 6P, i.e., Po := Po + A P  . (63) 
P1 = P k  + 6 P ,  (55) The above procedure was implemented to  find 
the first six multi-stage schemes with optimal high- 
and riz new frequency vectors P(') are formed such that frequency damping for the spatial differencing operator 
the first i frequencies are perturbed, i.e.: with Fourier transform 
For all of these frequency vectors, residuals are obtained l + ~ :  
in the manner described above; these are called R('), + -(expv 4 - 
and are collectively indicated by the residual vector R :  
The Jacobian matrix J dR(P) /dp  of the residual 
vector with respect t o  the frequency vector, needed for 
a Newton step, is computed approximately by means of 
finite-differencing. Define the vectors p(ilj) as P ( ~ )  with 
the jth component either perturbed or 'unperturbed', 
i.e. 
corresponding to higher-order upwind-biased differenc- 
ing [ll] .  The parameter K regulates the upwind bias: 
K = 1 yields central differencing, K = -1 second-order- 
accurate fully upwind differencing, K = 113 third-order- 
accurate upwind-biased differencing. For this latter 
choice, the damping properties of the six schemes are 
displayed in Figures 14 t o  24. 
The important parameters of the first six multi-stage 
schemes for several spatial-differencing operators are 
listed in Tables 1-5; these require some explanation. 
Specifically, the quantities C Y ~  listed in Tables 1-3 are 
not the time-step ratios of the constituent predictor- 
corrector schemes, but the time-step ratios arising in 
the practical implementation of an m-stage scheme, i.e., 
and define the corresdponding residuals ~ ( " j ) ,  Note that the mth step always spans the full time- 
interval At ,  so that 
Magnitude of Amplification Factor for n = 113 
One-Stage Scheme 
1 . 5 0 0  
Fourier Footprint of n = 113 
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Figure 16: Locus and contours; third-order, twestaee 
Figure 14: Amplification factor; third-order, one-stage scheme 
scheme 
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Fourier Footprint of K = 113 
Four-Stane Scheme 
18: Locus and contours; third-order, three-stage Figure 20: Locus and contours; third-order, four-stage 
scheme 
Magnitude of Amplification Factor for K = 113 Magnitude of Amplification Factor for K = 113 
Figure 19: Amplification factor; third-order, four-stage Figure 21: Amplification factor; third-order, five-stage 
scheme scheme 
Fourier Footprint of n = 113 
Six-Stage Scheme 
Fourier Footprint of n = 113 
Five-Stage Scheme 
Figure 22: Locus and contours; third-order, five-stage 
scheme 
Magnitude of Amplification Factor for n = 113 
Figure 23: Amplification factor; third-order, six-stage 
scheme 
Figure 24: Locus and contours; third-order, six-stage 
scheme 
Number of Stages 
Table 1: Multi-stage Coefficients for Optimal First- 
Order Scheme 
The amplification factor of the above scheme can be 
written as 
where z now corresponds to the CFL number for the 
full time-interval. The coefficients crk thus are found by 
multiplying out the string of polynomials of the form 
29 or 40, and re-scaling z such that the linear term gets 
a coefficient 1. 
For example, the three-stage first-order method, as 
seen from Equations 40 and 48, has amplification factor 
with z corresponding to  a CFL number of 1; it can be 
rewritten as 
Number of Stages 
2 8 23 
P3(E) = 1 + E + - E 2 + -  
5 135 (71a) 
= 1 + 2 (1 + i.f (1 + $5)) , (71b) 
with t- = (312)~.  The scheme is completely defined by 
specifying 
4 
a1 = - 
27' (724 
Table 2: Multi-stage Coefficients for Optimal Second- 
Order ( K  = -1) Scheme 
Number of Stages 
As mentioned before, the CFL number achieved in 
an m-stage scheme optimized for a particular spatial- 
differencing operator is considerably lower than the 
maximum CFL number that can be realized using any 
m-stage scheme. For the first-order upwind-differencing 
operator, for instance, the maximum CFL number at- 
tainable in m steps equals m; in the scheme with 
optimized high-frequency damping the CFL number 
amounts to m/2. The minimax values of IPI in the 
high-frequency range are shown in Table 4; the CFL 
numbers to achieve these are shown in Table 5. 
3 Application to a Nonlinear 
Scalar Equation 
A nonlinear convection equation with a source term, 
au a 1 - + - ( )  = - sin x , x E [o, 11 , (73) at ax It. 
was chosen for a scalar test of the optimally smooth- 
Table 
Order 
ing multi-stage schemes. The spatial operator was ap- 
3: Multi-stage Coefficients for Optimal Third- proximated by third-order upwind-biased differencing, 
(K .  = 113) Scheme corresponding to Equation 64 with K = 113. Steady so- 
lutions were sought on a grid of 512 cells. Two different 
kinds of marching-schemes were tried: 
1. Runge-Kutta multi-stage schemes, with use of the 
maximum stable CFL number; 
2. Optimally smoothing multi-stage schemes. 
Number of Stages 
Scheme 
Scheme 




Table 4: IPI,,, for /3 E [7r/2, x ]  for Optimal Schemes 
Number of Stages 
1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1  
I I I I I I I 
First 
Order 
0.5000 1.0000 1.5000 2.0000 2.5000 3.0000 
Table 5: Optimal CFL number for Optimal Schemes 
Number of Stages 
Number of Stages 
Table 6: 
Schemes 
Multi-stage Coefficients for Runge-Kutta 
Grid 
Levels 
Table 7: Work required for convergence in scalar case 
- Runge-Kutta schemes with maximum stable CFL 
When using the optimally smoothing multi-stage meth- number. Work is expressed as number of finest-grid 
ods, it is crucial to make the CFL number constant over residual calculations. 
the entire grid, namely, equal to the unique value de- 
rived for maximum damping. This amounts to "local 
time-stepping" at the prescribed CFL number. For the 
Runge-Kutta schemes, local time-stepping was used at 
the highest stable CFL numbers. In cells where the con- 
vection speed passes through zero, the time-step must 
be limited (see, e.g. [ 5 ] ) .  For both kinds of schemes, a 
saw-tooth cycle of multi-grid acceleration was used. All 
solutions were converged to a factor of lo-'' reduction 
in the residual. 
The coefficients for the first six Runge-Kutta schemes 
are shown in Table 6; the results of these schemes with 
regard to  convergence speed are summarized in Table 7. 
The computational work needed for convergence, ex- 
pressed in terms of finest-grid residual calculations, is 
shown for various numbers of stages and grid levels. It  
is clear that the maximum-time-step strategy does not 
combine with the multi-grid strategy; the reason is that 
the Runge-Kutta schemes, like most schemes, are not 
good smoothers at the maximum stable CFL number. 
The results of the optimally smoothing schemes are 
shown in Table 8. These schemes clearly are a bet- 
ter match for multi-grid acceleration than the Runge- 
Kutta schemes. Convergence is reached more quickly 
in all cases investigated, even on a single grid, despite 
lower CFL numbers. It is interesting to note that the 
Grid 
Levels 
Number of Stages 
Table 8: Work required for convergence in scalar case - 
- Optimally smoothing schemes. 
most efficient of the optimally smoothing schemes, for a 
sufficient number of grid levels, is the simple two-stage 
scheme, a t  least for this simple scalar problem. The 
gain in smoothing and CFL number achieved with a 
larger number of stages does not overcome the added 
computational work. 
4 Application to a System of 
Equations 
The next series of numerical experiments was based 
on the quasi-one-dimensional Euler equations for flow 
in a converging-diverging channel. Only the optimally 
smoothing multi-stage schemes were tested. The equa- 
tions were solved in the form 
where A is the channel area, given by 
1 
A(x) = 1 + - (1 - cos ( rx) )  , 2 -1 5 x 5 1 .  (75) 
Two test cases were run, both with an inflow Mach 
number M ,  = 0.3059: 
1. Shockless transonic flow; 
2. Transonic flow with a shock in the diverging por- 
tion of the channel. 
The Mach number distribution for the second case is 
shown in Figure 25. In all cases, a sawtooth cycle was 
used for the multi-grid acceleration, with third-order 
upwind-biased spatial differencing ( K  = 113) on the 
finest grid, and first-order upwind differencing on all 
coarser grids. In all cases, the parameters associated 
with the sawtooth cycle (number of solver applications 
on finest and on coarser grids) were varied in order to  
obtain convergence in the least amount of work. Each 
case was run with local time-stepping and characteristic 
time-stepping for comparison. 
The choice of upwind-differencing is not coincidental; 
in fact it is mandatory for the analysis to  extend to the 
system case. If a conventional approximation is used, 
based on central-differencing and an artificial viscosity 
with a scalar coefficient, the loci in the complex plane 
have a different shape for each wave mode. If upwind- 
differencing is used, the loci differ merely by a scale 
factor. Characteristic time-stepping can then be used 
t o  remove these scale factors. 
The work required for convergence of the shockless 
cases, on a fine grid of 256 cells, is indicated in Ta- 
bles 9 (local time-stepping) and 10 (characteristic time- 
stepping). For local time-stepping, one solver on the 
finest grid and one solver on the coarser grids was most 
efficient for all cases. For characteristic time-stepping, 
with six grid levels, it was advantageous to use two 
or three solver applications on the finest grid. Even 
then, the performance of the multi-grid relaxation lev- 
eled off for more than four grid levels. The reason for 
this is not yet understood. It is seen that character- 
istic time-stepping leads to  a substantial improvement 
Mach Number Distribution in Channel 
n = 113 ; 256 cells 
2.00 
Figure 25: Mach number distribution - Transonic flow 
with shock 
Number of Stages 
Grid 
Levels 
Table 9: Work required for convergence - Shockless 
transonic flow - Local time-stepping 
in convergence speed over local time-stepping. This is 
to  be expect,ed from the analysis, and can be traced to 
two causes: 
1. Characteristic time-stepping removes stiffness due 
to  the variation among characteristic speeds, thus 
improving the performance of the scheme on a sin- 
gle grid; 
2. By characteristic time-stepping, the optimal CFL 
number may be used for all waves simultaneously. 
The work required for convergence of the cases with 
a shock is shown in Tables 11 (local time-stepping) 
and 12 (characteristic time-stepping). For local time- 
stepping, the strategy of one solver application on each 
grid was the most efficient, except for a few cases with 
two or three grid levels. These cases required up to 
Grid 
Levels 
Number of Stages 
/ 6 11 243 1 222 1 218 1 238 1 264 11 
Table 10: Work required for convergence - Shockless 
transonic flow - Characteristic time-stepping 
Number of Stages 
Grid 
Levels 
Table 11: Work required for convergence - Transonic 
flow with shock - Local time-stepping 
three solver applications on the finest andlor coarser 
Grid 
Levels 
Number of Stages 
I 6 11 627 1 429 1 464 I 482 1 579 
Table 12: Work required for convergence - Tran- 
sonic flow with shock - Characteristic time-stepping. 




grids. For characteristic time-stepping, the number of 
solver applications varied from one to  eight on the finest 
grid, and from one t o  three on the coarser grids. Even 
with these variations, four of the cases did not achieve -8.0 
a residual drop of 10-lo, but got hung up between loW5 
and lo-'. Nevertheless, in all converged cases, charac- 
teristic time-stepping helped speed up convergence. 
Figures 26-28 shed some light on the convergence 
properties of the schemes tested for the shock case. -12.0 
The comparison between local and characteristic time- 
stepping can be seen in Figure 26, which shows the two 
residual histories for the two-stage scheme with five grid 
I I I I 1  I I 
250. 500. 750. 1( 
Flux Calculation on Fine Grid 
- Local 
-- Char. 
levels.   he effect of the number of stages on conver- Figure 26: Comparison of local and characteristic time- 
gence can be seen in Figure 27, which shows the residual stepping - Transonic flow with shock - Two stages, 
histories for characteristic time-stepping and five grid five grid levels 
levels. The effect of the number of grid levels can be 
seen in Figure 28, which shows the residual histories for 
the two-stage scheme with characteristic time-stepping. 
That the multi-grid convergence is basically indepen- 
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Figure 27: Convergence with different numbers of 
stages - Transonic flow with shock - Characteristic 
time-stepping, five grid levels 
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Figure 28: Convergence with different numbers of grid 
levels - Transonic flow with shock - Characteristic 
time-stepping, two stages 
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Figure 29: Convergence with different base grids - 
Transonic flow without shock - Local time-stepping, 
best results per base grid 
in Figures 29-32, which show the residual histories for 
a variety of cases. For each base grid, the numbers of 
stages and grid levels that gave the best performance 
were chosen. The convergence histories with character- 
istic time-stepping (Figures 30 and 32) show the proper 
behavior, while for local time-stepping, shown in Fig- 
ures 29 and 31, there is some dependence on the number 
of cells in the base grid. 
5 Application to Multi-Dimen- 
sional Equations 
A successful extension of the scalar, one-dimensional 
analysis to the Euler equations in more than one space- 
dimension stands or falls with the availability of a ro- 
bust wave-decomposition model. Work on such decom- 
positions is in progress, but has not yet led to reliable 
schemes. Without a wave-decomposition model, there 
is no basis for characteristic time-stepping in more than 
one space-dimension; the results presented here are for 
local time-stepping. The test case was a NACA 0012 
airfoil a t  zero incidence in a M,  = 1.2 freestream. This 
case has a bow shock and a fishtail shock. First-order 
upwind-differencing was used. Table 13 summarizes the 
number of finest-grid residual calculations necessary for 
convergence (to 10-lo) on a 64 x 32 grid. In the six- 
stage, four grid-level scheme, three iterations on the 
finest grid followed by one on each of the coarser grids 
were used; for all other schemes, one iteration on each 
grid was used. Despite the use of local time-stepping as 
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Figure 32: Convergence with different base grids - 
Transonic flow with shock - Characteristic time- 
stepping, best results per base grid 
Figure 30: Convergence with different base grids - 
Transonic flow without shock - Characteristic time- 
stepping, best results per base grid 
Convergence History 
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Table 13: Work required for convergence - Two- 
dimensional case - Local time-stepping 
stage schemes combined well with the multigrid accel- 
eration. 
Figure 31: Convergence with different base grids - 
Transonic flow with shock - Local time-stepping, best 
results per base grid 
6 Conclusions and Future Re- 
search Directions 
In this paper, a method has been developed for de- 
signing optimally smoothing multi-stage time-marching 
schemes, given any spatial-differencing operator. Such 
schemes are particularly useful in conjunction with 
multi-grid acceleration. The advantage of using these 
optimally smoothing schemes has been demonstrated 
by comparison with Runge-Kutta schemes in solving a 
nonlinear scalar equation. The analysis has been ex- 
tended t o  the Euler equations in one space-dimension 
by use of characteristic time-stepping. Convergence 
rates independent of the number of cells in the finest 
grid have been achieved with these optimal schemes, for 
transonic flow with and without a shock. Besides char- 
acteristic time-stepping, local time-stepping has been 
tested with these schemes. While the analysis is only 
truly applicable with characteristic time-stepping, good 
convergence has still been obtained with local time- 
stepping. The extension t o  two-dimensional flows is 
hampered by the lack of a robust two-dimensional wave 
model that may serve as the basis of characteristic time- 
stepping. Again, local time-stepping still led to  good 
convergence. 
Future research must concentrate on the important 
issue of finding a robust two-dimensional wave model 
that will lead to  a robust preconditioning technique. 
Only with such a technique may full advantage be taken 
of the optimally smoothing multi-stage schemes. 
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